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57 ABSTRACT 

A pointer analysis by type inference combined with a 
non-pointer analysis helps approximate run-time Store usage 
for a computer program. The analysis initially describes the 
content of each location for the program with a separate type 
as a non-pointer value. The analysis identifies Store rela 
tionships described by the program and determines whether 
the location(s) and/or function(s) affected by the identified 
Store relationships are well-typed under typing constraints. 
For well-typed Store relationships, the analysis identifies any 
potential points-to relationships for types representing non 
pointer values in case the analysis Subsequently determines 
in processing other Store relationships that the types may 
represent a pointer value. If the identified Store relationships 
are not well-typed, the analysis modifies types for location 
(s) and/or function(s) affected by the identified store rela 
tionships as necessary So the Store relationships are well 
typed. The analysis also modifies types for locations and/or 
functions for potential points-to relationships affected by the 
modification of types. When the locations and/or functions 
for all identified Store relationships are well-typed, the 
program is well-typed with the Set of types defining a store 
model for the program. 

56 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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POINTER ANALYSS BY TYPE INFERENCE 
COMBINED WITH A NON-POINTER 

ANALYSIS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to the field of 
computer program analysis. More particularly, the present 
invention relates to the field of pointer analysis for computer 
programs. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Software compilers compile Source code in a Source 
language into target code in a target language. The target 
code may be executed directly by a data processing System 
or linked by a suitable linker with other target code for 
execution by the data processing System. 
To help improve the execution of target code by the data 

processing System, one typical compiler performs optimi 
Zation techniques based on the expected run-time usage of 
memory locations for the compiled program as defined by a 
Store model or Storage shape graph. The compiler may 
generate the Store model by performing a pointer analysis to 
determine the effects of program Statements referencing 
memory locations with constants, variables, or functions, for 
example. One typical pointer analysis by type inference is 
insensitive to data-flow and may therefore generate an 
overly conservative Store model due to assignments of 
non-pointer values. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A method performs a pointer analysis for a program with 
a data processing System. The method may be implemented 
in Software Stored by a memory for execution by a data 
processing System. The method may perform the pointer 
analysis for a program browser or while compiling the 
program for execution by a data processing System. 

For the method, a store relationship is identified between 
locations for the program and may be identified based on a 
form of a program Statement describing the Store relation 
ship. The method determines whether types representing the 
locations for the identified Store relationship comply with a 
typing constraint and may determine whether the types 
representing the locations for the identified Store relationship 
comply with a type rule Specifying the typing constraint for 
the identified program Statement form. 

Each type may be represented by a type variable and an 
asSociated type constructor and may comprise a location 
type and a function type to describe a content of a location 
represented by the type. The type variable may be an 
equivalence class representative and may be implemented as 
a fast-union/find data Structure. 

If the types representing the locations for the identified 
Store relationship do not comply with the typing constraint, 
types representing locations for the identified Store relation 
ship are modified to comply with the typing constraint. 
Types may be modified by unifying the types. Types may be 
unified by joining type variables and unifying associated 
type constructors for the types. Under one typing constraint, 
types representing locations for the identified Store relation 
ship are unified if the types representing locations for the 
identified Store relationship are different and if a Select one 
of the types representing locations for the identified Store 
relationship describes a potential pointer value. 

The method identifies from the identified store relation 
ship any potential points-to relationships for a type repre 
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2 
Senting a non-pointer value. The method may identify a 
potential points-to relationship in a pending list. Types 
representing locations for any identified potential points-to 
relationships affected by the modification of types repre 
Senting locations for the identified Store relationship or by 
the modification of types representing locations for an 
affected potential points-to relationship may also be modi 
fied. 

The method may analyze each Store relationship for the 
program only one time in an order independent of program 
control flow. 
A data processing System performing the pointer analysis 

comprises a translator for translating a program in a first 
language into code in a Second language, a pointer analyZer 
for performing the pointer analysis for the program, a Store 
model for Storing the types representing locations for the 
program, and an optimizer for optimizing the code based on 
the store model. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention is illustrated by way of example 
and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying 
drawings, in which like references indicate Similar elements 
and in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates for one embodiment a compiler that uses 
a pointer analysis by type inference combined with a non 
pointer analysis in compiling Source code, 

FIG. 2 illustrates for one embodiment a graphical repre 
Sentation of a type describing a non-pointer variable; 

FIG. 3 illustrates for one embodiment a graphical repre 
Sentation of a type describing a location pointer variable and 
the pointed-to location or locations; 

FIG. 4 illustrates for one embodiment a flow diagram for 
performing a pointer analysis by type inference combined 
with a non-pointer analysis for a program; 

FIGS.5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D illustrate for one embodiment 
graphical representations of types for a Sample program as 
the program is analyzed in accordance with the flow diagram 
of FIG. 4; and 

FIG. 6 illustrates for one embodiment a data processing 
System for performing a pointer analysis by type inference 
combined with a non-pointer analysis for a program. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The Subject matter of this patent application is disclosed 
in a conference paper, Steensgaard, B., "Points-to Analysis 
in Almost Linear Time,” Proceedings of the 23rd ACM 
SIGPLAN/SIGACT Symposium on Principles of Program 
ming Languages, St. Petersburg, Fla., pp. 32–41 (Jan. 
21-24, 1996). This paper is herein incorporated by refer 
CCC. 

A pointer analysis by type inference combined with a 
non-pointer analysis helps approximate run-time Store usage 
for a computer program. This pointer analysis may be used 
for any Suitable programming tool or analyzer, Such as a 
Suitable program understanding and browsing tool or a 
Suitable program compiler or interpreter for example. FIG. 
1 illustrates for one embodiment a program compiler 100 
that uses this pointer analysis. 

Compiler 100 is implemented in Software for execution 
by a Suitable data processing System and comprises a front 
end 102, a translator 104, and a back end 106. Compiler 100 
compiles Source code 112 in a Suitable Source language into 
target code 116 in a Suitable target language. Target code 116 
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may be executed directly by a Suitable data processing 
System or linked by a Suitable linker with other target code 
for execution by the data processing System. 

Front end 102 is Source language dependent and performs 
Suitable lexical, Syntax, and Semantic analyses, for example, 
on source code 112. Translator 104 generates suitable inter 
mediate code 114 based on the lexical, Syntax, and Semantic 
information generated by front end 102. Back end 106 is 
machine dependent and generates target code 116 based on 
intermediate code 114. Compiler 100 generates intermediate 
code 114 to represent source code 112 independent of the 
Source language for Source code 112 and independent of the 
Specific machine or data processing System to execute target 
code 116. 

In analyzing Source code 112, front end 102 generates a 
suitable symbol table 122 in the form of a data structure for 
recording identifiers, Such as variables and function names 
for example, used in source code 112. Suitable attribute 
information regarding each recorded identifier is also 
recorded and referenced for front end 102, translator 104, 
and back end 106. 
As illustrated in FIG. 1, translator 104 performs the 

pointer analysis. Translator 104 evaluates Statements refer 
encing memory locations with variables and/or functions, 
for example, of Source code 112 using Symbol table 122 to 
determine Store relationships among the memory locations. 
Translator 104 generates a store model 124 in the form of a 
data Structure to represent an approximation of the run-time 
Store usage for Source code 112. For another embodiment, 
front end 102 may perform the pointer analysis to generate 
store model 124 while parsing source code 112. Translator 
104 and back end 106 may use store model 124 to help 
optimize intermediate code 114 and target code 116 with 
Suitable techniques including, for example, code motion, 
common Subexpression elimination, dead code elimination, 
peephole optimization, and register allocation techniques. 

Source Language 
Pointer analysis by type inference combined with a non 

pointer analysis may be performed for code in any Suitable 
pointer Source language that Supports, for example, pointers 
to locations, pointers to functions, dynamic data allocation, 
data address computation for variables, and/or pointer arith 
metic. One Suitable Source language Supports one or more of 
the following forms of abstract Syntax Statements S: 

where x, y, f, r, and p range over a Set of variable names, op 
ranges over a Set of primitive operator names and constants, 
and S denotes a Sequence of Statements. 
The X=y Statement form describes the assignment of the 

value of the variable y to the variable X. 
The X=&y Statement form describes the assignment of the 

address of the variable y to the variable X so the value of the 
variable X points to y. 

The x=y statement form describes the assignment of the 
content of the location pointed-to by the value of the variable 
y to the variable X. 
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4 
The X=op(y . . . y) Statement form describes the per 

formance of the primitive operation identified by op, Such as 
addition, Subtraction, etc., on the values of the operand 
variables y ... y, and the assignment of the operation result 
to the variable x. This statement form may describe the 
computation of offsets into aggregate objects. This Statement 
form may also describe the assignment of a constant to the 
variable X, Such as for the Statement X=7 for example. 
The X=allocate(y) Statement form describes the allocation 

of a block of memory of Size y and the assignment of the 
address of the allocated block to the variable X so the value 
of X points to the location for the allocated block. 
The *.x=y statement form describes the assignment of the 

value of the variable y to the content of the location 
pointed-to by the value of the variable X. 
The X=fun(f. . . . f.)->(r. . . . r.) S. statement form 

describes the definition of a function or procedure and the 
assignment of a pointer to the defined function to the 
variable X. The function is defined with formal parameter 
Variables f . . . f., return parameter Variables r . . . r., and 
a body represented by the sequence of statements S*. The 
Sequence of Statements S is executed when the function is 
called. 
The X . . . X=p(y . . . y) statement form describes the 

call of a function or procedure pointed-to by the value of the 
variable p with the values of the parameter variables y . . . 
y, passed as parameters to the called function and with the 
values of the return parameter variables for the called 
function respectively assigned to the variables X ... X, after 
execution of the called function. 

For one embodiment, the pointer analysis is performed 
independent of program control flow, and therefore the 
Source language may Support any Suitable control flow 
Structures. The C programming language is a Suitable Source 
language for the pointer analysis. 

Types 
The pointer analysis uses types to define a Store model or 

Storage shape graph representing an approximation of the 
run-time Store usage for a program. A type represents a Set 
of one or more locations and describes the content of those 
locations. The types define points-to relationships among the 
Sets of locations as determined by the pointer analysis in 
accordance with typing constraints, and the Set of types for 
a program define the Store model for the program. The types 
used for the pointer analysis are to be distinguished from the 
types, Such as character, integer, long, float, double, etc., 
asSociated with type declarations in a program. 
To define types for a program in a Source language 

Supporting location pointer variables, Such as for pointers to 
locations, dynamic data allocation, and/or data address com 
putation for example, the pointer analysis represents each 
location for a variable of the program and each dynamically 
allocated location of the program with a location type. A 
location type represents a set of one or more locations and 
comprises a type representing a set of locations that may be 
pointed-to by the content of the location(s). The pointer 
analysis describes each location pointer by the type repre 
Senting the pointed-to location(s). 
To define types for a program in a Source language 

Supporting function pointer variables, the pointer analysis 
represents each function of the program with a function type. 
A function type represents a set of one or more functions and 
comprises types representing the values of the formal and 
return parameter variables for the represented function(s). 
The pointer analysis represents each location for a function 
pointer variable with a type comprising a function type 
representing the function(s) pointed-to by the content of the 
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represented location. The pointer analysis describes each 
function pointer by the type representing the pointed-to 
function(s). 
AS Values for variables may comprise pointers to loca 

tions and pointers to functions for Some Source languages, 
the pointer analysis for one embodiment describes the value 
of a variable with both a location type to describe a location 
pointer and a function type to describe a function pointer. 
This typing may be described as follows: 

That is, the type C. describes the content of a location with 
a location type component t and a function type component 
2. Location type components t represent locations and 
location pointers and are either L or comprise both a location 
type component t and a function type component ). The L 
designation for the location type component t indicates the 
described location-content does not comprise a potential 
location pointer. Function type components represent 
functions and function pointers and comprise types repre 
Senting the values of the formal and return parameter 
variables for the represented functions. The L designation 
for the function type component 2 indicates the described 
location-content does not comprise a potential function 
pointer. 

The pointer analysis may also describe composite objects, 
Such as records or Structures for example, and locations 
containing constants with types. The pointer analysis for one 
embodiment may represent the elements of a composite 
object With a Single type and may represent locations 
containing constants with types Similarly as locations con 
taining non-pointer variables. 

The pointer analysis for one embodiment represents each 
type with a type variable in the form of a data structure and 
an associated type constructor in the form of a data structure. 
Each type variable represents a set of one or more locations 
or a set of one or more functions. For one embodiment, each 
type variable is implemented as an equivalence class repre 
sentative (ECR) data structure. The data structure may be 
Taran's fast-union/find data Structure, for example. 

The type constructor associated with a type variable 
representing a set of locations comprises other type variables 
describing the content of the represented location(s). Using 
the above types, a ref type constructor comprises a location 
type component t and a function type component ... The 
location type component T. and the function type component 
2 are each represented with a type variable and an associated 
type constructor. 

The type constructor associated with a type variable 
representing a set of functions for one embodiment com 
prises other type variables representing the values of the 
formal and return parameter variables for the represented 
function(s). Using the above types, a lam type constructor 
comprises a location type component t and a function type 
component 2 for each formal and return parameter variable 
of the represented function(s). The location type component 
T and the function type component 2 are each represented 
with a type variable and an associated type constructor. For 
another embodiment, the type constructor associated with a 
type variable representing a set of functions comprises other 
type variables representing the locations of the formal and 
return parameter variables for the represented function(s). 

FIG. 2 illustrates for one embodiment a graphical repre 
Sentation of a type 200 describing a location representing a 
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6 
non-pointer variable X. Type 200 is represented by a type 
variable 210 implemented as an equivalence class represen 
tative (ECR) with an associated ref type constructor 212. 
Type variable 210 represents the execution time location(s) 
representing the variable X. 

Type constructor 212 comprises a location type compo 
nent t represented by an ECR type variable 220 with an 
asSociated type constructor 222. Type variable 220 repre 
Sents the location pointers Stored in the location(s) repre 
Senting the variable X, and type constructor 222 is L indi 
cating the content of the location(s) representing the variable 
X does not comprise a location pointer. Type constructor 212 
also comprises a function type component) implemented as 
an ECR type variable 230 with an associated type construc 
tor 232. Type variable 230 represents the function pointers 
Stored in the location(s) representing the variable X, and type 
constructor 232 is Lindicating the content of the location(s) 
representing the variable X does not comprise a function 
pointer. 

FIG. 3 illustrates for one embodiment a graphical repre 
Sentation of a type 300 describing a location representing a 
variable y that may contain a pointer to another location. 
Type 300 is represented by a type variable 310 implemented 
as an equivalence class representative (ECR) with an asso 
ciated ref type constructor 312. Type variable 310 represents 
the execution time location(s) representing the variable y. 

Type constructor 312 comprises a location type compo 
nent t represented by an ECR type variable 320 with an 
associated ref type constructor 322. Type constructor 312 
also comprises a function type component) implemented as 
an ECR type variable 330 with an associated type construc 
tor 332. Type variable 330 represents the function pointers 
stored in the location(s) representing the variable y, and type 
constructor 332 is Lindicating the content of the location(s) 
representing the variable y does not comprise a function 
pointer. 

Type variable 320 represents the location pointers stored 
in the location(s) representing the variable y. Type construc 
tor 322 comprises a location type component T. represented 
by an ECR type variable 340 with an associated type 
constructor 342. Type variable 340 represents the location 
pointers stored in the location(s) represented by type vari 
able 320, and type constructor 342 is L indicating the 
content of the location(s) represented by type variable 320 
does not comprise a potential location pointer. Type con 
Structor 322 also comprises a function type component 2. 
implemented as an ECR type variable 350 with an associ 
ated type constructor 352. Type variable 350 represents the 
function pointers stored in the location(s) represented by 
type variable 320, and type constructor 352 is L indicating 
the content of the location(s) represented by type variable 
320 does not comprise a potential function pointer. 

Type Rules 
The pointer analysis describes the locations and functions 

for a program with types So the Set of types defining the Store 
model for the program is a valid description of all possible 
run-time Storage configurations for a program. For the 
program to be typed in this manner, or well-typed, the 
pointer analysis identifies Store relationships, including 
pointer relationships, among the locations and functions for 
the program and describes the locations and functions for the 
program with types in accordance with typing constraints 
based on the Store relationships. 

For a well-typed program, the pointer analysis represents 
each location for the program with a single type and 
describes each location pointer for the program with a type 
representing the pointed-to location(s). If a location pointer 
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may point to either one of two locations, the pointer analysis 
represents the two locations with the same type and 
describes the location pointer with the type representing 
both locations. If two location pointerS may point to the 
Same location, the pointer analysis describes each of the two 
location pointers with the type representing the pointed-to 
location. 

Likewise, the pointer analysis for a well-typed program 
represents each function for the program with a single type 
and describes each function pointer for the program with a 
type representing the pointed-to function(s). If a function 
pointer may point to either one of two functions, the pointer 
analysis represents the two functions with the same type and 
describes the function pointer with the type representing 
both functions. If two function pointers may point to the 
Same function, the pointer analysis describes each of the two 
function pointers with the type representing the pointed-to 
function. 

The pointer analysis applies the typing constraints for a 
well-typed program based on Store relationships among the 
locations and functions for the program. For one 
embodiment, the pointer analysis identifies Store relation 
ships based on the form of each program Statement refer 
encing one or more locations or functions. The pointer 
analysis describes locations and functions affected by the 
Store relationships with types in accordance with a type rule 
Specifying the typing constraints for the Statement form So 
the description of the store as defined by the store model is 
valid both before and after execution of the statement. If 
each program Statement referencing one or more locations or 
functions is typed in this manner, or well-typed, the program 
is well-typed. For one embodiment, the type rules for 
well-typed Statements S are as follows. 

For a statement in the form x=y, both the value of the 
variable X and the value of the variable y will point to the 
Same location or function after execution of the Statement if 
the value of the variable y is a pointer. The value of the 
variable X and the value of the variable y are therefore to be 
described by the same non-L type if the value of the variable 
y may comprise a pointer. 

Using the above types, this type rule is described as: 

A H x: ref(a) 
A Hy: ref (a2) 

O2 is C1 
A H welltyped(x = y) 

That is, a Statement in the form X=y is well-typed under 
the typing environment A if the type C describing the value 
of the variable y and the type C. describing the value of the 
variable X Satisfy the inequality constraint C-4C, where 
ref(C.1) represents the location representing the variable X 
and ref (C) represents the location representing the variable 
y. 

The typing environment A associates all variables for a 
program with a type and represents the Store model for the 
program. AX:t holds true if and only if the variable X is 
asSociated with the type t in the typing environment A. 

Using the above types, the inequality constraint is 
described as: 

(t1 x 12) s (13 x t ) => (tists) A (i2 sta) 

That is, the inequality constraint tist is Satisfied if either 
type t is or type t is equal to type t2. Two types are equal 
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8 
if and only if they are the Same or are both L. The inequality 
constraint (t,xt)<(txt) is Satisfied if both the inequality 
constraint tata and the inequality constraint tat are Satis 
fied. 
The statement in the form x=y is well-typed under the 

typing environment A, then, if the location type component 
T for the type C describing the value of the variable y is 
either L or the same as the location type component t for the 
type C. describing the value of the variable X and if the 
function type component 2 for the type C is either L or the 
Same as the function type component 2 for the type C1. The 
value of the variable X and the value of the variable y are 
therefore to be described by the same location type and/or 
function type if the value of the variable y may comprise a 
location pointer and/or function pointer, respectively. 

For a statement in the form x=&y, the value of the variable 
X will be a pointer to the location representing the variable 
y after execution of the statement. The value of the variable 
X is therefore to be described by the type representing the 
location representing the variable y. 

Using the above types, this type rule is described as: 

A H x: ref ( x ) 
A Hy: t2 
t1 = 2 

A H welltyped(x = &y) 

That is, a Statement in the form X=&y is well-typed under 
the typing environment A if the location type t representing 
the location representing the variable y is the same as the 
location type t describing the value of the variable X, where 
“ ” is a wild-card or don't care value and refTX ) 
represents the location representing the variable X. 

For a statement in the form x=y, both the value of the 
variable X and the content of the location(s) pointed-to by the 
value of the variable y will point to the same location or 
function after execution of the statement if the content of the 
location(s) pointed-to by y is a pointer. The value of the 
variable X and the content of the location(s) pointed-to by y 
are therefore to be described by the same non-L type if the 
content of the location(s) pointed-to by y may comprise a 
pointer. 

Using the above types, this type rule is described as: 

A H x: ref (a1) 
A Hy: ref ( x ) 

t1 = ref (a2) 
O2 is C1 

A H welltyped(x = x:y) 

That is, a statement in the form X=*y is well-typed under 
the typing environment A if the type O describing the 
content of the location(s) pointed-to by the value of the 
variable y and the type C, describing the value of the 
variable X Satisfy the inequality constraint OsC., where 
ref(C.1) represents the location representing the variable X, 
ref (TX ) represents the location representing the variable 
y, and t and ref(C) represent the location(s) pointed-to by 
the value of the variable y. 

For a statement in the form X=op(y . . . y), for one 
embodiment, the value of the variable X and the value of any 
one operand variable y of the operand variables y . . . . y, 
are to be described by the same non-L type if the value of 
the operand variable y may comprise a pointer. 
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Using the above types, this type rule is described as: 

A H x: ref(a) 
A Hy; : ref(a) 

w ie 1... in: as a 
A welltyped(x = opty...y.) 

That is, a Statement in the form X=OP(y. . . . y) is 
well-typed under the typing environment A if the type C. 
describing the value of each one of the operand variables 
y . . . y, and the type a describing the value of the variable 
X satisfy the inequality constraint C-C, where ref(C) rep 
resents the location representing the variable X and ref(C) 
represents the location representing the operand variable y 

The type rule for a statement in the form X=op(y . . . y), 
for other embodiments, may depend on the operation iden 
tified by op. For Some operations, Such as a < or z com 
parison operation for example, the result of the operation 
and therefore the value assigned to the variable X is not a 
pointer regardless of whether the value of any one of the 
operand variables y . . . y, may comprise a pointer. The 
value of the variable X may therefore be described with a 
type different from the type describing the value of any one 
of the operand variables y . . . y, while maintaining the 
well-typedness of the statement. For embodiments where the 
Source language does not Support pointer arithmetic, the 
value of the variable X may be described with a type different 
from the type describing the value of any one of the operand 
variables y . . . y, while maintaining the well-typedness of 
the Statement. 

For a statement in the form X=allocate(y), the value of the 
variable X will be a pointer to the allocated memory block 
after execution of the Statement and is therefore to be 
described by the type representing the location for the 
allocated memory block. 

Using the above types, this type rule is described as: 

A H x: ref ( x ) 
t1 = ref ( x ) 

A H welltyped(x = allocatey)) 

That is, a Statement in the form X=allocate(y) is well 
typed under the typing environment A if the value of the 
variable X is described by a non-L location type t repre 
Senting the location(s) pointed-to by the value of the variable 
X, where ref (TX ) represents the location representing the 
variable X. 

For a statement in the form * x=y, both the value of the 
variable y and the content of the location(s) pointed-to by the 
value of the variable X will point to the same location or 
function after execution of the statement if the value of the 
variable y is a pointer. The value of the variable y and the 
content of the location(s) pointed-to by X are therefore to be 
described by the same non-L type if the value of the variable 
y may comprise a pointer. 

Using the above types, this type rule is described as: 

A H x: ref ( x ) 
t1 = ref(a) 
A Hy: ref (a2) 

O2 is C1 
A H welltyped ( : x = y) 

That is, a statement in the form *x=y is well-typed under 
the typing environment A if the type C describing the value 
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10 
of the variable y and the type C. describing the content of 
the location(s) pointed-to by the value of the variable X 
Satisfy the inequality constraint C-4C., where ref (TX ) 
represents the location representing the variable X, t and 
ref(C.1) represent the location(s) pointed-to by the value of 
the variable X, and ref (C) represents the location repre 
Senting the variable y. 

For a statement in the form X=fun(f. . . . f.)->(r. . . . r.) 
S*, the value of the variable X will be a pointer to a function 
after execution of the statement. The values of the variables 

f ... f. and r ... r, and the values of the formal and return 
parameter variables for all the functions potentially pointed 
to by the value of the variable X are to be described by the 
Same type, respectively. The Sequence of Statements S must 
also be well-typed. 

Using the above types, this type rule is described as: 

A H x: ref ( x 1) 
A1 = lam (a 1...an)(an+1 ... an+m) 

A - f: ref (c) 
A Hr: ref (, .) 

W ke [1... n + m): (i. (k 
W S e S : A H welltyped(s) 

A welltyped(x = fun (fl...f.) - (r... ).S.) 

That is, a statement in the form X=funOf . . . f.)->(r. . . . 
r) S is well-typed under the typing environment A if the 
type C describing the value of each one of the variables 
f . . . f. and r . . . r is the same as the respective type Cl 
describing the value of each one of the formal and return 
parameter variables for all the functions potentially pointed 
to by the value of the variable X and if each statements of 
the Sequence of Statements S is well-typed under the typing 
environment A, where ref( x)) represents the location 
representing the variable X, ) and lam(O. . . . C.)(C. . . . 
C.) represent the function(s) potentially pointed-to by the 
value of the variable X, ref(C.1) represents the location 
representing the variable f, and ref (C) represents the 
location representing the variable r. 

For a Statement in the form X. . . . X,-p(y . . . y), the 
values of the variables y . . . y, are assigned to the formal 
parameter variables for the function or procedure pointed-to 
by the value of the variable p before execution of the 
function, and the values of the return parameter variables for 
the called function are assigned to the variables X . . . X, 
after execution of the called function. Both the value of each 
variable y . . . y, and the value of each corresponding 
formal parameter variable for the called function are to be 
described by the same non-L type if the value of the 
corresponding Variable y . . . y, may comprise a pointer, and 
both the value of each variable X . . . X, and the value of 
each corresponding return parameter variable for the called 
function are to be described by the same non-L type if the 
value of the corresponding return parameter variable may 
comprise a pointer. 
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Using the above types, this type rule is described as: 

A - x : ref (, .) 
A Hip: ref( x) 

A1 = lam(a1 ...an)(an+1 ... an+n) 

A Hy; : ref (c) 
w ie 1... 

p 

n: ai sai 
p 

v je 1 ... ml: an is an i 
A welltyped(x1,... x = p(y ... y)) 

That is, a statement in the form X. . . . X=p(y . . . y) is 
well-typed under the typing environment A if the type C, 
describing the value of the variable y, and the type C, 
describing the value of the corresponding formal parameter 
variable for all the potentially called functions satisfy the 
inequality constraint C,4C, and if the type C, describing 
the value of each return parameter variable for all the 
potentially called functions and the type C, describing the 
value of the corresponding variable X, Satisfy the inequality 
constraint C, 4C, where ref (C) represents the location 
representing the variable X, ref( x)...) represents the loca 
tion representing the variable p, 2 and lam(a . . . C.) 
(C, ... C.) represent the function(s) potentially pointed 
to by the value of the variable p, and refo) represents the 
location representing the variable y. 

Analysis 
FIG. 4 illustrates for one embodiment a flow diagram 400 

for performing a pointer analysis by type inference com 
bined with non-pointer analysis for a program. 

For step 402 of FIG. 4, the analysis describes the content 
of each location for the program With a separate type as a 
non-pointer value. The analysis for one embodiment 
describes the value of each variable for the program with an 
initial location type comprising a | location type component 
T and a L function type component). FIG. 2 illustrates this 
initial type. By representing each variable of the program 
with a type, the analysis defines a typing environment for the 
program. The analysis for one embodiment identifies each 
location for the program using a Symbol table having 
recorded identifiers for each variable for the program. 

For step 404, the analysis identifies a store relationship 
that is described by the program and has not been processed 
by the analysis. The analysis for one embodiment identifies 
the form of a Statement of the program to identify the Store 
relationship or relationships described by the Statement. 

If the analysis identifies a Store relationship that has not 
been processed, the analysis for Step 406 determines 
whether the location(s) and/or function(s) affected by the 
identified Store relationship are well-typed for the current 
typing environment under a typing constraint. For one 
embodiment, the analysis determines whether the program 
Statement describing the identified Store relationship(s) is 
well-typed for the current typing environment in accordance 
with a type rule Specifying the typing constraint for the form 
of the Statement. 

If the analysis determines an identified Store relationship 
is well-typed, the analysis for step 408 identifies any poten 
tial points-to relationships for types representing only non 
pointer values in the current typing environment and pro 
ceeds to process another store relationship for step 404. The 
analysis identifies potential points-to relationships in case 
the analysis determines in processing other Store relation 
ships that the type representing only non-pointer values in 
the current typing environment may represent a pointer 
value in a Subsequent typing environment. For one 
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12 
embodiment, the analysis identifies potential points-to rela 
tionships in a separate pending Set associated with the type 
representing the non-pointer values. Each pending Set for 
one embodiment is a pending bag implemented as a binary 
tree data Structure. For another embodiment, all potential 
points-to relationships identified for the program may be 
identified in a Single pending Set. 

If the analysis for step 406 determines the identified store 
relationship is not well-typed for the current typing envi 
ronment under the typing constraint, the analysis for Step 
410 modifies types for location(s) and/or function(s) affected 
by the identified Store relationship as necessary So the Store 
relationship is well-typed under the typing constraint. For 
one embodiment, the analysis modifies types in accordance 
with a type rule Specifying the typing constraint for the form 
of the program Statement describing the identified Store 
relationship. The analysis modifies types for one embodi 
ment by unifying types and/or by replacing | types with 
non-L types. 

For Step 412, the analysis determines whether any previ 
ously processed Store relationships were affected by the 
modification of types for step 410. The analysis determines 
whether a type representing only non-pointer values has 
come to represent a potential pointer value as a result of the 
modification of types and, if So, whether this determination 
affects any potential points-to relationships identified for 
step 408. For one embodiment, the affected points-to rela 
tionships are determined by the pending Set associated with 
the type that came to represent a potential pointer value. If 
any previously processed Store relationships were affected as 
determined for step 412, the analysis for step 414 modifies 
types for locations and/or functions for the affected potential 
points-to relationships and repeats StepS 412 and 414 as 
potential points-to relationships are affected by the modifi 
cation of types for step 414. 

If the analysis determines for step 412 that no previously 
processed store relationships were affected by steps 410 or 
414, the analysis proceeds to process another Store relation 
ship for steps 404 through 414 until the analysis determines 
for step 404 that all store relationships for the program have 
been processed. The analysis for one embodiment deter 
mines whether the last Statement referencing a location 
and/or function for the program has been identified. When 
the analysis has processed all Store relationships for the 
program, the program is well-typed for Step 416. 

For one embodiment, the analysis for FIG. 4 may process 
each Store relationship described by the program in any 
order independent of program control flow as defined by the 
control flow Structures for the program. The analysis pro 
ceSSes each Store relationship for the program only one time. 
The analysis for steps 404 through 414 is implemented 

with the above type rules for one embodiment as follows. 
If the form of the statement is identified as x=y for step 

404, the analysis processes the store relationship for this 
Statement in accordance with the following representative 
pseudo-code: 

X = y: 

let ref(X) = type(ecr(x)) 

ref (2 x 2) = type(ecr(y)) in 

if 1 + 2 then cio in (1, 2) 

if 1 + 2 then cio in (1, 2) 
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ecr(x): 
Returns the type variable implemented as an equiva 

lence class representative (ECR) for the type asso 
ciated with the variable X in the typing environment 

type(E): 
Returns the type constructor associated with the ECRE 

That is, the analysis determines for step 406 whether the 
equivalence class representative (ECR) t for the location 
type describing the value of the variable X is the same as the 
ECR T for the location type describing the value of the 
variable y. If the ECRs t and t are not the same, the 
analysis for step 410 joins the ECRs t and t on the 
condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR T comprise a potential location 
pointer value So that the values of the variables X and y are 
described by the same type representing the location(s) that 
may be pointed-to by the values of the variables X and y. 
The analysis also determines for step 406 whether the 

ECR 2 for the function type describing the value of the 
variable X is the same as the ECR) for the function type 
describing the value of the variable y. If the ECRs 2 and ) 
are not the same, the analysis for step 410 joins the ECRs 2. 
and 2 on the condition that the run-time values described by 
the type represented by the ECR ), comprise a potential 
function pointer value so that the values of the variables X 
and y are described by the Same type representing the 
function(s) that may be pointed-to by the values of the 
variables X and y. 

The analysis for steps 408 and 410 conditionally joins the 
ECRS for types in accordance with the following represen 
tative pseudo-code: 

cjoin (e1e): 
if type (e-) = | then 

pending (e)) {e1} Upending(e) 
else 

join (e1.e.) 

That is, the analysis determines whether the type con 
Structor associated with the ECR ea is L indicating the 
run-time values described by the type represented by the 
ECR ea do not comprise a potential pointer value. If the 
described run-time values do not comprise a potential 
pointer value, the analysis for step 408 identifies the ECR e. 
in a pending Set for the ECR ea in case the analysis 
Subsequently determines the described run-time values com 
prise a potential pointer value. If the described run-time 
values comprise a potential pointer value, the analysis for 
step 410 joins the ECRs e and e. 

The analysis for steps 410, 412, and 414 joins the ECRs 
for types in accordance with the following representative 
pseudo-code: 

join (e1e): 
let t = type (e1) 

t2 = type (e-) 
e = ecr-union (e1,e) in 

if t = | then 
type (e) -t, 
if t = I then 

pending (e) spending (e.) Upending (e-) 
else 

for X e pending (e) do join (e,x) 
else 

type (e)-t 
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-continued 

if t = I then 
for X e pending (e) do join (e,x) 

else 
unify (t1,t2) 

ecr-union(e1, e2): 
Performs a fast-union/find union operation on the 
ECRS e and ea and returns the value of a Subsequent 
find operation on one of them 

That is, the analysis combines the ECRS e and ea to form 
an ECR e and determines whether the type constructor 
associated with each ECR e and e is L indicating the 
respective run-time values described by the type represented 
by ECR e and e do not comprise a potential pointer value. 

If the run-time values described by each ECR eande do 
not comprise a potential pointer value, the analysis Sets the 
type constructor associated with the ECR e to L and iden 
tifies in a pending set for the ECR e each ECR identified in 
a pending Set for the ECRS e and e. 

If the run-time values described by the ECR e do not 
comprise a potential pointer value but the run-time values 
described by the ECR ea comprise a potential pointer value, 
the analysis Sets the type constructor associated with the 
ECR e to be the same as that associated with the ECR ea and 
joins the ECR e with each ECR identified in a pending set 
for the ECR e. 

If the run-time values described by the ECR e comprise 
a potential pointer value but the run-time values described 
by the ECR ea do not comprise a potential pointer value, the 
analysis Sets the type constructor associated with the ECR e 
to be the Same as that associated with the ECR e and joins 
the ECR e with each ECR identified in a pending set for the 
ECR ea. 

If the run-time values described by each ECR e and ea 
comprise a potential pointer value, the analysis unifies the 
type constructors associated with the ECRS e and e to form 
the type constructor associated with the ECR e. 
The analysis unifies type constructors for location types in 

accordance with the following representative pseudo-code: 

unify (t1, t2): 
ref (t X W1) = ti 
ref (T2 x W2) = t2 
ift z T, then join (TT) 
if Wiz W2 then join (WW2) 

That is, the analysis unifies type constructors t and t by 
joining the ECR T for the location type component of the 
type constructor t and the ECR T for the location type 
component of the type constructor t if the ECRST and T. 
are not the same and by joining the ECR), for the function 
type component of the type constructor t and the ECR ). 
for the function type component of the type constructor t if 
the ECRS 2, and 2 are not the same. 
The analysis unifies type constructors for function types 

in accordance with the following representative pseudo 
code: 

unify (t1, t2) 
lam (C-1 . . . On) (On 1 . . . Cnim) – t1 
lam (Cl 1 . . . Clin) (On 1 . . . Cunn) = t2 
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-continued 

for i e 1 ... (n+m) do 
let T1 X W = Cl, 

T. X W = (, in 
ift z T, then join (TT) 
if Wiz W2 then join (WW2) 

That is, the analysis unifies type constructors t and t by 
joining the ECRT for the location type component for each 
type C. . . . C., of the type constructor t and the ECR T. 
for the location type component for each type C. . . . C., 
of the type constructor t if the ECRST and t are not the 
same and by joining the ECR 2. for the function type 
component for each type C. . . . C., of the type constructor 
t and the ECR), for the function type component for each 
type C. . . . C., of the type constructor t if the ECRS ). 
and 2 are not the Same. 

If the form of the statement is identified as x=&y for step 
404, the analysis processes the store relationship for this 
Statement in accordance with the following representative 
pseudo-code: 

X = &y: 
let ref (t x ) = type (ecr (x)) 
T = ecr (y) in 
ift z T. then join (TT) 

That is, the analysis determines for step 406 whether the 
ECR T for the location type describing the value of the 
variable X is the same as the ECR T for the location type 
describing the location representing the variable y. If the 
ECRs t and t are not the same, the analysis for step 410 
joins the ECRSt So that the location representing the 
variable y and the value of the variable X are described by 
the same type representing the location(s) pointed-to by the 
value of the variable X. 

If the form of the statement is identified as x=*y for step 
404, the analysis processes the store relationship for this 
Statement in accordance with the following representative 
pseudo-code: 

x = y: 
let ref (Tx W1) = type (ecr (x)) 

ref (T2 x ) = type (ecr (y) in 
if type (T) = | then 

let T.W = MakeECR (2) in 
settype (Tref (Tx W)) 

let ref (T. X W) = type (t) in 
ift z Ts then coin (t1ts) 
if Wiz Ws then coin (WWs) 

MakeECR(x): 
Returns a list of X new ECRS, each with an associated 

| type constructor 
That is, the analysis determines for step 406 whether the 

type constructor associated with the ECR T for the location 
type describing the value of the variable y is Lindicating the 
run-time values described by the type represented by the 
ECRT do not comprise a potential pointer value, and, if So, 
the analysis modifies the type constructor associated with 
the ECR T to a location type constructor comprising a 
newly created location type component represented by the 
ECR T and a newly created function type component rep 
resented by the ECR ). So that the value of the variable y is 
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described by a type indicating the value of the variable y 
may comprise a pointer value. 
The analysis also determines for step 406 whether the 

ECR T for the location type describing the value of the 
variable X is the same as the ECR T for the location type 
describing the content of the location(s) pointed-to by the 
value of the variable y. If the ECRs t and t are not the 
same, the analysis for step 410 joins the ECRs T, and t on 
the condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR T comprise a potential location 
pointer value so that the value of the variable X and the 
content of the location(s) pointed-to by the value of the 
variable y are described by the same type representing the 
location(s) that may be pointed-to by both values. 
The analysis further determines for step 406 whether the 

ECR for the function type describing the value of the 
variable X is the same as the ECR 2 for the function type 
describing the content of the location(s) pointed-to by the 
value of the variable y. If the ECRs) and ) are not the 
Same, the analysis for Step 410 joins the ECRS ), and 2 on 
the condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR a comprise a potential function 
pointer value so that the value of the variable X and the 
content of the location(s) pointed-to by the value of the 
variable y are described by the same type representing the 
function(s) that may be pointed-to by both values. 
The analysis for steps 410, 412, and 414 replaces a L type 

constructor associated with an ECR with a non-L type 
constructor in accordance with the following representative 
pseudo-code: 

Settype (e,t): 
type (e)-t 
for X e pending (e) do join (e,x) 

That is, the analysis for step 410 replaces the L type 
constructor associated with the ECR e with the type con 
structor t and for steps 412 and 414 joins the ECR e with 
each ECR identified in the pending set for the ECR e. 

If the form of the Statement is identified as X=op(y . . . 
y) for Step 404, the analysis processes the store relationship 
(s) for this statement in accordance with the following 
representative pseudo-code: 

X = op (y1,... ya): 
for i e 1 . . . n do 

let ref(t, x W) = type (ecr (x)) 
ref (T2 x W2) = type (ecr (yi) in 

ift z T, then coin (TT) 
if Wiz W2 then coin (WW2) 

That is, the analysis determines for step 406 whether the 
ECR T for the location type describing the value of the 
variable X is the same as the ECR T for the location type 
describing the value of each one of the operand variables 
y ... y. If the ECRST and t are not the Same, the analysis 
for step 410 joins the ECRs t and t on the condition that 
the run-time values described by the type represented by the 
ECRT2 comprise a potential location pointer value So that 
the value of the variable X and the value of the respective 
operand variable y . . . y, are described by the same type 
representing the location(s) that may be pointed-to by both 
values. 
The analysis also determines for step 406 whether the 

ECR 2 for the function type describing the value of the 
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variable X is the same as the ECR 2 for the function type 
describing the value of each one of the operand variables 
y ...y. If the ECRS), and 2 are not the Same, the analysis 
for step 410 joins the ECRs) and ) on the condition that 
the run-time values described by the type represented by the 
ECR), comprise a potential function pointer value So that 
the value of the variable X and the value of the respective 
operand variable y . . . y, are described by the same type 
representing the function(s) that may be pointed-to by both 
values. 

If the form of the statement is identified as x=allocate(y) 
for Step 404, the analysis processes the Store relationship for 
this Statement in accordance with the following representa 
tive pseudo-code: 

X = allocate (y): 
let ref (t x ) = type (ecr (x)) in 

if type (t) = | then 
let T.W = Make ECR (2) in 

settype (T,ref (Tx W)) 

That is, the analysis determines for step 406 whether the 
type constructor associated with the ECR T for the location 
type describing the value of the variable X is Lindicating the 
run-time values described by the type represented by the 
ECRT do not comprise a potential pointer value, and, if So, 
the analysis for step 410 modifies the type constructor 
associated with the ECR T to a location type constructor 
comprising a newly created location type component repre 
sented by the ECR T and a newly created function type 
component represented by the ECR ). So that the value of 
the variable X is described by a type indicating the value of 
the variable X may comprise a pointer value. 

If the form of the statement is identified as x=y for step 
404, the analysis processes the store relationship for this 
Statement in accordance with the following representative 
pseudo-code: 

*x = y: 
let ref (t, x ) = type (ecr (x)) 

ref (T2 x W2) = type (ecr (y)) in 
if type (T) = | then 

let T.W = MakeECR (2) in 
settype (Tref (Tx W)) 

let ref (Tax Ws) = type (T) 
ift z Ts then coin (tst) 
if w2 z Ws then coin (WW2) 

That is, the analysis determines for step 406 whether the 
type constructor associated with the ECR T for the location 
type describing the value of the variable X is Lindicating the 
run-time values described by the type represented by the 
ECRT do not comprise a potential pointer value, and, if So, 
the analysis modifies the type constructor associated with 
the ECR T to a location type constructor comprising a 
newly created location type component represented by the 
ECR T and a newly created function type component rep 
resented by the ECR ). So that the value of the variable X is 
described by a type indicating the value of the variable X 
may comprise a pointer value. 

The analysis also determines for step 406 whether the 
ECR T for the location type describing the value of the 
variable y is the same as the ECR T for the location type 
describing the content of the location(s) pointed-to by the 
value of the variable X. If the ECRs t and t are not the 
same, the analysis for step 410 joins the ECRs t and t on 
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the condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR T comprise a potential location 
pointer value so that the value of the variable y and the 
content of the location(s) pointed-to by the value of the 
variable X are described by the same type representing the 
location(s) that may be pointed-to by both values. 
The analysis further determines for step 406 whether the 

ECR for the function type describing the value of the 
variable y is the same as the ECR 2 for the function type 
describing the content of the location(s) pointed-to by the 
value of the variable X. If the ECRs 2 and 2 are not the 
Same, the analysis for Step 410 joins the ECRS ), and 2 on 
the condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR a comprise a potential function 
pointer value so that the value of the variable y and the 
content of the location(s) pointed-to by the value of the 
variable X are described by the same type representing the 
function(s) that may be pointed-to by both values. 

If the form of the statement is identified as x=fun(f. . . . 
f)->(r. . . . r.) S for Step 404, the analysis processes the 
Store relationship(s) for this Statement in accordance with 
the following representative pseudo-code: 

X = fun (f1 . . . f.) (r. . . . r.) S: 
let ref ( x W) = type (ecr (x)) 

if type (W) = | then 
settype (W, lam (C. . . 
where 

ref (C) = type (ecr (f)), for is n 
ref (C) = type (ecr (r)), for i> in 

else 
let lam (Cl 1 . . . C.) (C.1. 

for i e 1 . . . n do 
let T X W = Cl, 

ref (T2 x W2) = type (ecr (f)) in 
ift z T, then join (TT) 
if Wiz W2 then join (W2.W.) 

for i e 1 . . . m do 
let T1 X W = Cli 

ref (T2 x W2) = type (ecr (r)) in 
ift z T. then join (TT) 
if Wiz W2 then join (WW2) 

On) (on 1 . . . Cnim) 

. . Clin) = type (W) in 

That is, the analysis determines for step 406 whether the 
type constructor associated with the ECR) for the function 
type describing the value of the variable X is Lindicating the 
run-time values described by the type represented by the 
ECR) do not comprise a potential pointer value, and, if So, 
the analysis for step 410 modifies the type constructor 
asSociated with the ECR 2 to a function type constructor 
comprising the types C, describing the values of the vari 
ables f . . . f. and r1 . . . r. 

If the run-time values described by the type represented 
by the ECR comprise a potential pointer value, the 
analysis determines for step 406 whether the ECRT for the 
location type component of each of the types C. . . . C., 
describing the value of the formal and return parameter 
variables for the function(s) represented by the ECR) is the 
Same as the ECR T for the location type component 
describing the value of each of the variables f . . . f. and 
r ... r., respectively. If the respective ECRST and t are 
not the same, the analysis for step 410 joins the ECRST and 
T. The analysis also determines for step 406 whether the 
ECR), for the function type component of each of the types 
C. . . . C., describing the value of the formal and return 
parameter variables for the function(s) represented by the 
ECR ) is the same as the ECR ), for the function type 
component describing the value of each of the variables 
f . . . f. and r . . . r., respectively. If the respective ECRS 
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2 and 2 are not the same, the analysis for Step 410 joins the 
ECRS ), and 2. 

If the form of the Statement is identified as X. . . . X= 
p(y . . . y) for step 404, the analysis processes the Store 
relationship(s) for this statement in accordance with the 
following representative pseudo-code: 

X1. . . . Xn = p(y 1. . . . yn): 
let ref ( x W) = type (ecr (p)) in 

if type (W) = | then 
settype (W, lam (Cl 1 . . . Cln) (On 1 . . . Cinn)) 
where 

C; = T, x W, 
TW = MakeECR (2) 

let lam (Cl 1 . . . C.) (c. 1 . . . Clin) = type (W) in 
for i e 1 . . . n do 

lett, X W = Cl, 
ref (T2 x W2) = type (ecr (yi) in 

ift z T, then coin (TT) 
if Wiz W2 then coin (WW2) 

for i e 1 . . . m do 
let T1 x W1 = Cli 

ref (T2 x W2) = type (ecr (x)) in 
ift z T, then coin (TT) 
if Wiz W2 then coin (WWI) 

That is, the analysis determines whether the type con 
structor associated with the ECR 2. for the function type 
describing the value of the variable p is L indicating the 
run-time values described by the type represented by the 
ECR) do not comprise a potential pointer value, and, if So, 
the analysis modifies the type constructor associated with 
the ECR 2 to a function type constructor comprising newly 
created types C describing the values of the formal and 
return parameter variables for the function(s) represented by 
the ECR ). 
The analysis determines for step 406 whether the ECRT, 

for the location type describing the value of each formal 
parameter variable for the function(s) represented by the 
ECR ) is the same as the ECR T for the location type 
describing the value of each one of the variables y . . . y, 
respectively. If the respective ECRs t and t are not the 
same, the analysis for step 410 joins the ECRs t and t on 
the condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR T comprise a potential location 
pointer value So that the values of the respective variables 
are described by the same type representing the location(s) 
that may be pointed-to by both values. 

The analysis also determines for step 406 whether the 
ECR 2 for the function type describing the value of each 
formal parameter variable for the function(s) represented by 
the ECR 2 is the same as the ECR 2 for the function type 
describing the value of each one of the variables y . . . y, 
respectively. If the respective ECRS ), and ) are not the 
Same, the analysis for Step 410 joins the ECRS), and 2 on 
the condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR 22 comprise a potential function 
pointer value So that the values of the respective variables 
are described by the same type representing the function(s) 
that may be pointed-to by both values. 

The analysis further determines for step 406 whether the 
ECR T for the location type describing the value of each 
return parameter variable for the function(s) represented by 
the ECR ) is the same as the ECR T for the location type 
describing the value of each one of the variables X . . . X, 
respectively. If the respective ECRs t and t are not the 
same, the analysis for step 410 joins the ECRs t and t on 
the condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR T comprise a potential location 
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pointer value So that the values of the respective variables 
are described by the same type representing the location(s) 
that may be pointed-to by both values. 
The analysis also determines for step 406 whether the 

ECR 2 for the function type describing the value of each 
return parameter variable for the function(s) represented by 
the ECR ) is the same as the ECR) for the function type 
describing the value of each one of the variables X . . . X, 
respectively. If the respective ECRS 2 and 2 are not the 
Same, the analysis for Step 410 joins the ECRS ), and 2 on 
the condition that the run-time values described by the type 
represented by the ECR 22 comprise a potential function 
pointer value So that the values of the respective variables 
are described by the same type representing the function(s) 
that may be pointed-to by both values. 

Analysis of Sample Program 
FIGS. 5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D illustrate graphical represen 

tations for types describing locations and functions as the 
locations and functions are typed for one embodiment of the 
flow diagram of FIG. 4 for the following sample program: 

As illustrated in FIG. 5A, the analysis for step 402 
describes each variable x, y, Z, id., i, and o with a separate 
type 500, 500, 500, 500, 500, and 500, respectively. 
Each type 500 is represented by a respective type variable 
510,510,510,510,510, and 510, with an associated 
type constructor 512, 512, 512, 512, 512, and 512. 

Each type constructor 512 comprises a respective location 
type component t, t, t, ti, T, and t, and a respective 
function type component 2,2,2,2,2, and 2., describing 
the content of the location represented by the respective type 
variable 510. Each location type component t is represented 
by a respective type variable 520, 520, 520, 520, 520, 
and 520 with an associated type constructor 522, 522, 
522, 522, 522, and 522, and each function type compo 
nent 2 is represented by a respective type variable 530, 
530, 530, 530, 530, and 530, with an associated type 
constructor 532, 532, 532, 532, 532, and 532. Each 
type constructor 522 and 532 comprises a L designation 
indicating the content of the location represented by each 
respective type variable 510 does not comprise a potential 
pointer value. 

For step 404, the analysis identifies the form of the 
Statement y=X. In accordance with the type rule for this 
statement form, the analysis for step 406 determines the 
location type T, describing the value of the variable y is not 
the same as the location type t describing the value of the 
variable X and determines the function type 2, describing the 
value of the variable y is not the same as the function type 
2 describing the value of the variable X. The analysis also 
determines for step 406 the content of the location repre 
Sented by type constructor 512 does not comprise a poten 
tial location pointer value as indicated by the L designation 
for type constructor 522 and does not comprise a potential 
function pointer value as indicated by the L designation for 
the type constructor 532. The analysis therefore determines 
this Statement is well-typed for the current typing environ 
ment. 
The analysis for step 408 identifies a potential points-to 

relationship for the run-time values described by the location 
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type t, in case the analysis Subsequently determines the 
run-time values described by the location type t comprise 
a potential location pointer value. The analysis identifies this 
potential points-to relationship by identifying type variable 
520, in a pending set 524 for type variable 520, as 
illustrated in FIG. 5A. 

The analysis for step 408 also identifies a potential 
points-to relationship for the run-time values described by 
the function type 2 in case the analysis Subsequently 
determines the run-time values described by the function 
type 2 comprise a potential function pointer value. The 
analysis identifies this potential points-to relationship by 
identifying type variable 530, in a pending set 534 for type 
variable 530, as illustrated in FIG. 5A. 

The analysis identifies the form of another statement y=Z 
for Step 404. Like the previously processed Statement y=X, 
the analysis determines for step 406 this statement is well 
typed for the current typing environment and identifies for 
step 408 a potential points-to relationship for the content of 
the location described by type constructor 512, in case the 
analysis Subsequently determines the content of the location 
described by type constructor 512 comprises a potential 
location or function pointer value. The analysis identifies 
this potential points-to relationship by identifying type Vari 
able 520, in a pending set 524 for type variable 520 and by 
identifying type variable 530, in a pending set 534 for type 
variable 530, as illustrated in FIG. 5A. 

The analysis identifies the form of another statement x=5 
for step 404. In accordance with the type rule for this 
statement form, the analysis determines for step 406 this 
Statement is well-typed as the primitive operator 5 does not 
have any operands. The analysis for step 408 does not 
identify any potential points-to relationships for this state 
ment. 

The analysis identifies the form of another statement 
Z=&X for step 404. In accordance with the type rule for this 
Statement form, the analysis determines the location type t. 
describing the value of the variable Z is not the same as the 
location type 500 representing the location representing the 
variable X and therefore determines the Statement is not 
well-typed for step 406. The analysis for step 410 joins type 
variables 520 and 510, so the statement is well-typed. 

Because the analysis for Step 412 determines the run-time 
values described by the location type t now comprise a 
location pointer value, the analysis determines the potential 
points-to relationship for type variable 520, identified in 
pending set 524 for type variable 520 is affected. The 
analysis for step 414 therefore joins type variable 520, with 
the already joined type variables 520 and 510 to form a 
type variable 540 with a type constructor 542 that is the 
same as type constructor 512, as illustrated in FIG. 5B. 
Although the analysis determines for step 412 that the 
run-time values described by the location type t, now 
comprise a location pointer value, the analysis determines 
no store relationships are affected as a pending set 524, for 
type variable 520, is empty. 

The analysis identifies the form of another statement 
id=fun(i)->(o) o=i for step 404. In accordance with the type 
rule for this Statement form, the analysis determines for Step 
406 the run-time values described by the function type 2 do 
not comprise a potential function pointer value as indicated 
by the L designation for type constructor 532 and therefore 
determines the Statement is not well-typed. The analysis for 
step 410 modifies type constructor 532 to a function type 
constructor comprising the type 500, describing the variable 
i and the type 500 describing the variable o, as illustrated 
in FIG. 5C, so the store relationships described by id=fun 
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(i) >(o) are well-typed. Although the analysis determines for 
step 412 that the run-time values described by the function 
type 2 now comprise a function pointer value, the analysis 
determines no Store relationships are affected as a pending 
set 534 for type variable 530 is empty. 

Like the previously processed Statement y=X, the analysis 
also determines for step 406 the store relationship o=i is 
well-typed So the Statement is well-typed. The analysis 
identifies for step 408 a potential points-to relationship for 
the content of the location described by type constructor 
512 in case the analysis Subsequently determines the con 
tent of the location described by type constructor 512 
comprises a potential location or function pointer value. The 
analysis identifies this potential points-to relationship by 
identifying type variable 520 in a pending set 524 for type 
variable 520, and by identifying type variable 530 in a 
pending set 534 for type variable 530, as illustrated in FIG. 
5C. 
The analysis identifies the form of another statement 

y=id(id) for step 404. In accordance with the type rule for 
this statement form, the analysis for step 406 determines the 
location type T, describing the value of the formal parameter 
variable for the function(s) pointed-to by the variable id is 
not the same as the location type to describing the value of 
the variable id and determines the content of the location 
described by type constructor 512 does not comprise a 
potential location pointer value as indicated by the L des 
ignation for type constructor 522. The analysis for step 408 
identifies a potential points-to relationship for the location 
type t, in case the analysis Subsequently determines the 
run-time values described by the location type t comprise 
a potential location pointer value. The analysis identifies this 
potential points-to relationship by identifying type variable 
520, in a pending set 524 for type variable 520. 
The analysis also determines for step 406 the function 

type 2 describing the value of the formal parameter variable 
for the function(s) pointed-to by the variable id is not the 
Same as the function type 2 describing the value of the 
variable id and determines the content of the location 
described by type constructor 512 comprises a potential 
function pointer value as indicated by type constructor 532. 
The analysis therefore joins type variables 530, and 530 for 
step 410. 

Because the analysis for Step 412 determines the run-time 
values described by the function type 2 now comprise a 
function pointer value, the analysis determines the potential 
points-to relationship for type variable 530 identified in 
pending set 534 for type variable 530, is affected. The 
analysis therefore joins type variable 530 with the already 
joined type variables 530, and 530 for step 414. Although 
the analysis determines for Step 412 that the run-time values 
described by the function type 2 now comprise a function 
pointer value, the analysis determines no Store relationships 
are affected as a pending set 534 for type variable 530 is 
empty. 
The analysis for step 406 further determines the location 

type t describing the value of the return parameter variable 
for the function(s) pointed-to by the variable id is not the 
same as the location type t, describing the value of the 
variable y and determines the content of the location 
described by type constructor 512 does not comprise a 
potential location pointer value as indicated by the L des 
ignation for type constructor 522. The analysis for step 408 
identifies a potential points-to relationship for the location 
type t, in case the analysis Subsequently determines the 
run-time values described by the location type t comprise 
a potential location pointer value. The analysis identifies this 
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potential points-to relationship by identifying type variable 
540 in a pending set 524 for type variable 520. 

The analysis for step 406 also determines the function 
type 2 describing the value of the return parameter variable 
for the function(s) pointed-to by the variable id is not the 
same as the function type 2 describing the value of the 
variable y and determines the content of the location 
described by type constructor 512 comprises a potential 
function pointer value as type variable 530 has been joined 
with type variable 530. The analysis therefore joins type 
variable 530, with the already joined type variables 530, 
530, and 530 for step 410 to form a type variable 550 with 
a type constructor 552 that is the same as type constructor 
532, as illustrated in FIG. 5D. Although the analysis 
determines for step 412 that the run-time values described 
by the function type 2, now comprise a function pointer 
value, the analysis determines no Store relationships are 
affected as a pending set 534, for type variable 530, is 
empty. 

Because each Statement of the Sample program is now 
well-typed, the Sample program is well-typed. The Set of 
types illustrated in FIG. 5D define the store model for the 
Sample program and is a valid description of all possible 
run-time Storage configurations for the program. 

Data Processing System 
For one embodiment, pointer analysis by type inference 

combined with non-pointer analysis for a program may be 
implemented in Software for execution by any Suitable data 
processing System configured with any Suitable combination 
of hardware devices. FIG. 6 illustrates for one embodiment 
a data processing System 600 that may be programmed to 
perform pointer analysis by type inference combined with 
non-pointer analysis for a program. 
As illustrated in FIG. 6, data processing system 600 

comprises a processor 602, a System buS 604, a Static 
memory 606, a main memory 608, a mass memory 610, an 
alphanumeric input device 612, a cursor control device 614, 
and a display 616. System bus 604 couples processor 602, 
static memory 606, main memory 608, mass memory 610, 
alphanumeric input device 612, cursor control device 614, 
and display 616. 

Processor 602 comprises a Suitable processing device 
Such as a microprocessor, for example, and may comprise a 
plurality of suitable processing devices. Processor 602 may 
execute instructions Stored in Static memory 606, main 
memory 608, and/or mass memory 610 for example. Pro 
cessor 602 may process data stored in static memory 606, 
main memory 608, and/or mass memory 610 for example. 

Static memory 606 may comprise read only memory 
(ROM) or any other suitable memory device. Static memory 
606 may store, for example, a boot program for execution by 
processor 602 to initialize data processing system 600. Main 
memory 608 may comprise random access memory (RAM) 
or any other suitable memory device. Mass memory 610 
may comprise a hard disk device, a floppy disk, an optical 
disk, a flash memory device, a file Server device, or any other 
Suitable memory device. For this detailed description, the 
term memory comprises a single memory device and any 
combination of Suitable memory devices for the Storage of 
data and instructions, for example. 

System bus 604 provides for the communication of digital 
information between hardware devices for data processing 
system 600. Processor 602 may receive over system bus 604 
information that is input by a user through alphanumeric 
input device 612 and/or cursor control device 614. Alpha 
numeric input device 612 may comprise a keyboard, for 
example, that comprises alphanumeric keys. Alphanumeric 
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input device 612 may comprise other Suitable keys, com 
prising function keys for example. Alphanumeric input 
device 612 may be used to input information or commands, 
for example, for data processing system 600. Cursor control 
device 614 may comprise a mouse, touch tablet, track-ball, 
and/or joystick, for example, for controlling the movement 
of a cursor displayed by display 616. 

Processor 602 may also output over system bus 604 
information that is to be displayed on display 616. Display 
616 may comprise a cathode ray tube (CRT) or a liquid 
crystal display (LCD), for example, for displaying informa 
tion to a user. Processor 602 may use system bus 604 to 
transmit information to and to receive information from 
other hardware devices such as mass memory 610 for 
example. 

Data processing System 600 may be programmed to 
execute Suitable program code or machine instructions 
directing data processing System 600 to perform pointer 
analysis by type inference combined with non-pointer analy 
sis for a program. For one embodiment, the executable 
program code or machine instructions for the analysis may 
be stored in main memory 608 and/or in mass memory 610, 
Such as on a Suitable magnetic or optical disk for example, 
for execution by processor 602. The program analyzed by 
data processing System 600 may also be Stored in main 
memory 608 and/or in mass memory 610, such as on a 
Suitable magnetic or optical disk for example. 

In the foregoing description, the invention has been 
described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments 
thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifica 
tions and changes may be made thereto without departing 
from the broader Spirit or Scope of the present invention as 
defined in the appended claims. The Specification and draw 
ings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather 
than a restrictive sense. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for performing a pointer analysis for a 

program with a data processing System, the method com 
prising the Steps of 

a) identifying a store relationship between locations for 
the program; 

b) determining whether types representing the locations 
for the identified store relationship comply with a 
typing constraint, 

c) identifying from the identified Store relationship any 
potential points-to relationships for a type representing 
a non-pointer value; 

d) if the types representing the locations for the identified 
Store relationship do not comply with the typing 
constraint, modifying types representing locations for 
the identified store relationship to comply with the 
typing constraint; and 

e) modifying types representing locations for any identi 
fied potential points-to relationships affected by the 
modifying step (d). 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the identifying step (a) 
comprises the Step of identifying a form of a program 
Statement describing the Store relationship. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the determining step 
(b) comprises the Step of determining whether the types 
representing the locations for the identified Store relationship 
comply with a type rule specifying the typing constraint for 
the identified program Statement form. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the identifying step (c) 
identifies a potential points-to relationship in a pending Set. 

5. The method of claim 1, comprising the step of modi 
fying types representing locations for any identified poten 
tial points-to relationships affected by the modifying Step 
(e). 
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6. The method of claim 1, wherein the modifying step (d) 
comprises the Step of unifying types representing locations 
for the identified store relationship. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein each type is repre 
Sented by a type variable and an associated type constructor; 
and 

wherein the Step of unifying types comprises the Steps of 
joining type variables and unifying associated type 
constructors for types representing locations for the 
identified Store relationship. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein one of the types 
comprises a location type and a function type, each describ 
ing a content of a location represented by the one type. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein each type is repre 
Sented by a type variable and an associated type constructor. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the type variable is an 
equivalence class representative. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the equivalence class 
representative is implemented as a fast-union/find data Struc 
ture. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the program describes 
a plurality of Store relationships and wherein the method 
analyzes each described Store relationship only one time in 
an order independent of program control flow. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the method performs 
the pointer analysis while compiling the program for execu 
tion by a data processing System. 

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the method performs 
the pointer analysis for a program browser. 

15. A method for performing a pointer analysis for a 
program with a data processing System, the method com 
prising the Steps of 

a) identifying a store relationship between locations for 
the program; 

b) determining whether types representing locations for 
the identified Store relationship are the Same, 

c) unifying the types representing locations for the iden 
tified Store relationship if the types representing loca 
tions for the identified store relationship are different 
and if a Select one of the types representing locations 
for the identified Store relationship describes a potential 
pointer value; 

d) identifying from the identified Store relationship a 
potential points-to relationship for the Select type if the 
Select type describes a non-pointer value; and 

e) unifying types representing locations for any identified 
potential points-to relationships affected by the unify 
ing step (c). 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the identifying step 
(a) comprises the step of identifying a form of a program 
Statement describing the Store relationship. 

17. The method of claim 15, wherein the identifying step 
(d) identifies the potential points-to relationship in a pending 
Set. 

18. The method of claim 15, wherein each type is repre 
Sented by a type variable and an associated type constructor; 
and 

wherein the unifying step (c) comprises the steps of 
joining type variables and unifying associated type 
constructors for types representing locations for the 
identified Store relationship. 

19. The method of claim 15, wherein one of the types 
comprises a location type and a function type, each describ 
ing a content of a location represented by the one type. 

20. The method of claim 15, wherein each type is repre 
Sented by a type variable and an associated type constructor. 
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21. The method of claim 20, wherein the type variable is 

an equivalence class representative. 
22. The method of claim 21, wherein the equivalence 

class representative is implemented as a fast-union/find data 
Structure. 

23. The method of claim 15, wherein the program 
describes a plurality of Store relationships and wherein the 
method analyzes each described Store relationship only one 
time in an order independent of program control flow. 

24. The method of claim 15, wherein the method performs 
the pointer analysis while compiling the program for execu 
tion by a data processing System. 

25. The method of claim 15, wherein the method performs 
the pointer analysis for a program browser. 

26. A memory for Storing Software for execution by a data 
processing System to perform a pointer analysis for a 
program, the memory comprising: 

a) program code stored by the memory for identifying a 
Store relationship between locations for the program; 

b) program code stored by the memory for determining 
whether types representing the locations for the iden 
tified Store relationship comply with a typing con 
Straint; 

c) program code Stored by the memory for identifying 
from the identified Store relationship any potential 
points-to relationships for a type representing a non 
pointer value; 

d) program code stored by the memory for modifying 
types representing locations for the identified Store 
relationship to comply with the typing constraint if the 
types representing the locations for the identified Store 
relationship do not comply with the typing constraint, 
and 

e) program code stored by the memory for modifying 
types representing locations for any identified potential 
points-to relationshipS affected by the modification of 
types representing locations for the identified Store 
relationship. 

27. The memory of claim 26, wherein the program code 
(a) comprises program code for identifying a form of a 
program Statement describing the Store relationship. 

28. The memory of claim 27, wherein the program code 
(b) comprises program code for determining whether the 
types representing the locations for the identified Store 
relationship comply with a type rule Specifying the typing 
constraint for the identified program Statement form. 

29. The memory of claim 26, wherein the program code 
(c) comprises program code for identifying a potential 
points-to relationship in a pending Set. 

30. The memory of claim 26, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for modifying types representing 
locations for any identified potential points-to relationships 
affected by the modification of types representing locations 
for an affected potential points-to relationship. 

31. The memory of claim 26, wherein the program code 
(d) comprises program code for unifying types representing 
locations for the identified Store relationship. 

32. The memory of claim 31, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for representing each type by a type 
variable and an associated type constructor; and 

wherein the program code for unifying types comprises 
program code for joining type variables and for unify 
ing associated type constructors for types representing 
locations for the identified Store relationship. 

33. The memory of claim 26, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for describing a content of a location 
represented by one of the types with a location type and a 
function type. 
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34. The memory of claim 26, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for representing each type by a type 
variable and an associated type constructor. 

35. The memory of claim 34, wherein the type variable is 
an equivalence class representative. 

36. The memory of claim 35, wherein the equivalence 
class representative is implemented as a fast-union/find data 
Structure. 

37. The memory of claim 26, wherein the program 
describes a plurality of Store relationships and wherein the 
data processing System, when executing the Software, ana 
lyzes each described Store relationship only one time in an 
order independent of program control flow. 

38. The memory of claim 26, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for compiling the program for execu 
tion by a data processing System. 

39. The memory of claim 26, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for a program browser. 

40. A memory for storing software for execution by a data 
processing System to perform a pointer analysis for a 
program, the memory comprising: 

a) program code Stored by the memory for identifying a 
Store relationship between locations for the program; 

b) program code Stored by the memory for determining 
whether types representing locations for the identified 
Store relationship are the same; 

c) program code stored by the memory for unifying the 
types representing locations for the identified Store 
relationship if the types representing locations for the 
identified Store relationship are different and if a Select 
one of the types representing locations for the identified 
Store relationship describes a potential pointer value; 

d) program code Stored by the memory for identifying 
from the identified Store relationship a potential points 
to relationship for the Select type if the Select type 
describes a non-pointer value; and 

e) program code stored by the memory for unifying types 
representing locations for any identified potential 
points-to relationshipS affected by the unification of 
types representing locations for the identified Store 
relationship. 

41. The memory of claim 40, wherein the program code 
(a) comprises program code for identifying a form of a 
program Statement describing the Store relationship. 

42. The memory of claim 40, wherein the program code 
(d) comprises program code for identifying the potential 
points-to relationship in a pending Set. 

43. The memory of claim 40, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for representing each type by a type 
variable and an associated type constructor; and 

wherein the program code (c) comprises program code for 
joining type variables and for unifying associated type 
constructors for types representing locations for the 
identified Store relationship. 
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44. The memory of claim 40, comprising program code 

Stored by the memory for describing a content of a location 
represented by one of the types with a location type and a 
function type. 

45. The memory of claim 40, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for representing each type by a type 
variable and an associated type constructor. 

46. The memory of claim 45, wherein the type variable is 
an equivalence class representative. 

47. The memory of claim 46, wherein the equivalence 
class representative is implemented as a fast-union/find data 
Structure. 

48. The memory of claim 40, wherein the program 
describes a plurality of Store relationships and wherein the 
data processing System, when executing the Software, ana 
lyzes each described Store relationship only one time in an 
order independent of program control flow. 

49. The memory of claim 40, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for compiling the program for execu 
tion by a data processing System. 

50. The memory of claim 40, comprising program code 
Stored by the memory for a program browser. 

51. A data processing System comprising: 
a) a translator for translating a program in a first language 

into code in a Second language; 
b) a pointer analyzer for performing a pointer analysis for 

the program, the pointer analyzer for identifying poten 
tial points-to relationships for types representing non 
pointer values, for modifying types representing loca 
tions for points-to relationships between locations to 
comply with typing constraints, and for modifying 
types representing locations for any identified potential 
points-to relationshipS affected by the modification of 
types for points-to relationships, 

c) a store model for storing the types representing loca 
tions for the program; and 

d) an optimizer for optimizing the code based on the Store 
model. 

52. The data processing System of claim 51, comprising a 
Symbol table for identifying locations for the program. 

53. The data processing system of claim 51, wherein the 
pointer analyzer identifies a potential points-to relationship 
in a pending Set. 

54. The data processing system of claim 51, wherein the 
pointer analyzer modifies types representing locations by 
unification. 

55. The data processing system of claim 51, wherein each 
type is represented by a type variable and an associated type 
COnStructOr. 

56. The data processing system of claim 51, wherein the 
pointer analyzer analyzes the program in an order indepen 
dent of program control flow. 
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